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Abstract: The integration of the lnternet with the existing PSTN found much
interest recently. While in many cases the aim is to use lhe lnternet as a camer
medium for voice phone cdls. we will present a proposal to extcnd classic Internet multimedia services to users on the PSTN.
Wc introduce an architecture and Prototype implementation that allow users on
the PSTN to actively parlicipate in MBone audio conferences. We present a set
of building blocks for applications using voice access via telephones and give an
oveiview of how these can be combined to meet individual requirements.
Findly, we discuss application scenarios, usage experiences and potential future
enhancements to improve usability and to extend the range of available services.
Keyrords: Multimedia Gateway Tcchnology, MBone. Public Switched Telephone Netaork and Interne1 Internetworking.

1 Introduction
The MBonc forms the IP Multicast Backbone [9] of the Internet. In operation since
1992. it uses multicast directly and connects networks capable of supporting it via uniCast 1P tunnels. Originally meant t o b e a research tool in the multicast area it quickly
became a valuable resource for users outside the network research area as well.
Today it is widely used to distribuie multimedia contents like audio and video to
recipients in diverse environments ranging from research and educaiton to business
and entertainrnent all around the world. Though it has been used for some years now,
1P multicast is still considered a somewhat uncommon feature and is not yet available
to all users on all platforms. One of the technical reasons for this is the difficulty to
send multicast trafficover point-to-point dial-up links to end nodes. Since many people
access the Internet over point-to-point dial-up links. they have to establish IP-IP tunnels across their access link. This imposes an additional burden on the Internet Service
Provider (ISP) and the end User.
Additionally, in many situations, for instance for mobile users, access bandwidth,
hardware resources or the available software for the used devices are not sufficient for
using attractive MBone services directly, though the User may have - at least temporarily - some sort of connectiviry to the Internet. In these cases, even applications like
mTunnel [IO] which allow to easily build up and use multicast tunnels are no adequate
nieans.

One of the rnost attractive MBone services is audio (and video) conferencing using
tools such as the "Robust Audio Tool" rat [I I ] or vat. Our work was initially inspired
by the lack of an adequate access facility for our research staff niernbers. When they
worked at home but tried to take pan in a scientilic conference transrnitted via the
MBone, we actually had to attach the handset of a conventional phone to a workstation
loudspeaker rnanually.
The idea canie up, that if it would be possible to access MBone audio conferences
frorn standard Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) renninals (i.e. simple
phones or video phones) in a convenient and cornfortable way, the possible audience
for MBone distributed content could be significantly increased. Hence, the MBoneZTel
Gateway (Figure I) described in this paper is designed to bridge the gap between the
MBone and the PSTN.
After a discussion of related issues in the next secrion, we will describe the concept
and architecture of the gateway in Section 3 before we focus on both the implernentation of audio forwarding (Section 1) and the control facilities (Section 5). Finally,
usage scenarios and possible extensions of the Gateway are shown.

2 Related Work
Over the last years many MBone based applications have been developed, covering the
domain of audio and video conferencing including archival of MBone sessions and the
reliable and efficient distribution of data to rnany customers.
Much of that work has been done as part of the MERCI (Multimedia European
Research Conferencing Integration) [2] project which resulted in the availability of
powerful applications like rhe Robust-Audio Tool (rat). These tools can cope with varying network conditions causing jitter, corruption or packet loss 2nd still deliver a reasonable good quality to the end User and interoperate with other solutions. Their main
drawback is that they are limited to a pure MBone environrnent and cannot be used by
plain PSTN users.
The interworking between MBone tools and applications irnplernenting the ITU
recommendations of the T. 12x and H.3xx series is regarded to be of high irnponance,
as stated e.g. in [5]. The ITIJ recommendations descrihe the implementation of multipoint multimedia conferences hoth for circuit swiiched networks as well as for packet
switched ones. Especially the H.323 standard [8] is one of the rnost irnporrant protocol
candidates within the evolving field of IP telephony.
To provide interoperability of the MBone and the PSTN world. work has been carried out as part of research projects such as MERCI as well as by individual cornrnercial initiatives [18]. These efforts resulted in the design. development and public
availability of applications and sewices [I91 which are capable of forwarding niultimedia content between the MBone and the PSTN H.3xx dornain while also providing
rneans for multiple access and an adequate rnapping of control semantics. While this
already broadens the coverage of potential users, it still leaves those without access to
H . 3 x n T . 1 2 ~equipment without suppon. These can be users who äre either not
attached via the necessary access lines, such as mobile users wirh a GSM phone or persons who - probably even more often - rnay not use the appropriate applications due to

hard- or software restrictions. Therefore. our implementation does not compete with
approaches that bndge into the T . 1 2 ~or H.3xx world directly. Our work is orthogonal
and Covers a large and yet still mostly unsupported area.
Actually there are many efforts to use the Interner as a carrier medium for telephone calls and to integrate the usage of the PSTN with lnternet applications. The
IETF working group "Intemet Telephony" (iptel) [12] concentrates on the engineering
of protocols to be used for IP telephony applications and signalling as well as on the
deployment and interaction of gateways between the Intemet and the PSTN. This pnmarily focuses on the transport of telephone traffic via the IP infrastructure.
The "PSTN-lnternrt Intemetworking" (pint) [I31 working group describes applicaiioii scenarios and frameworks such as "Click to dial" and "Voice access to Web content". Many of the building blocks we implemented can easily be adapted to be used
for providing a selection of these services as well.
In summary. while these approaches provide access to MBone sessions from H . 3 2 ~
devices resp. use the lnternet as transport medium for phone calls, our work adds the
support for phone users to access MBone sessions.
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Fig. 1. MBone2Tel Gateway

3 The MBoneZTel Gateway
3.1 Intended Features and Design Considerations

The desigii of the MBone2Tel Gateway was driven by the following goals:
implemeiit the basic service of forwarding audio content bidirectionally
between MBone audio conferencing sessions and the PSTN,
d o not resinct the intended audience by means of special hardware or software
requirements
keep the operational overhead for a regular service as small as possible while
still retaining a maximum of eonfigurability.
develope components which can easily be adapted and combined to support
further seenarios such as dial-up voice access to Email or active notifications
on the occurrence of certain events.

There are various well established MBone and other audio conferencing tools. We
decided to use already available and proven components and concentrate on enhancing
and integrating them in a new way. By keeping the interfaces towards these applications as small and universal as possible, we can also benefit from advances in these
base tools.
As shown in Figure 1, the MBoneZTel Gateway is located between the Internet and
the PSTN and is connected to both of them. A regular phone User makes a siandard
PSTN call to the gateway and can panicipate in a MBone session. Figure 2 shows a
more detailed view of the gateway and its building blocks as well as their interactions.
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Fig. 2. Architecture oi the MBoneZTel Gateway

3.2 Basic operation
When a User with a conventional phone dials up the gateway. the Audio Interface
towards the PSTN accepts the call and presents a short introduction message and a
description of the available services is generated on the fly by a speech generation
component. All the control infomiation is locally stored and is dynamically updated
either by the system's operator or automatically through interacting with the Session
Directory Interface that permanenily receives and decodes Session Announcements
from the MBone. The caller is then guided through an audio menu and may selecr his
further operation either by Dial Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) tones, by giving single
word answers to questions or by naming a MBone session directly through its multiCast address and port.
When a valid session is chosen, an enhanced "rar' program is started with rhe corresponding Parameters and audio data is forwarded bidirectionally through the Audio
Interface towards the MBone. After the connection is sei up that way it can be used to
take part in the selected MBone audio conference as passive listener or even as an
active talker and the configuration database is updated to represent the current state of
the gaieway.
All the control and management information can also be accessed via a WWW and
a Java based interface that is used locally as well as from the Intemet via a unicast connection. The management of the system is also done this way.

4 Audio Forwarding
The Prototype implementation of our MBoneZTel Gateway has been done on the
Linux operating system and largely benefits from the features the system supports for
accessing the PSTN via ISDN-cards or voice modems.
The Part responsible for audio forwarding (see Figure 3) is basically split into two
components. One component, the audio interface towards the MBone, receives and
decodes the incoming data stream from the network in the receiving case or encodes
and sends it when the phone User speaks. It is based on the popular MBone "Robust
Audio Tool" (rat) which has been extended with a generic audio interface that is able
to forward and receive audio data using the Systems IPC mechanisms, namely Named
Pipes. By using "rat" we profit from the work already done in the area of jitter compensation and redundant audio transmission as well as from its adaptivity to varying
network conditions.
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Fig. 3. Audio Forwarding - Cornponents and Data Flow
The other component, the audio interface towards the PSTN, waits for incoming calls
or originates them, establishes a connection and sends the audio data to the PSTN.
Doing our experiments in Gennany, where the ISDN system has a widespread deployment, we used the functionality provided by the ISDN kerne1 extension (isdn4linux)
[14] of the Linux operaring system. It provides a modem emulation accessible over a
TTY-like interface. The code we implemented has been largely inspired by the "vbox"
package [IS], which implements a telephone answering machine an top of the
isdn4linux facilities.
To keep comparibility with conventional analog modems and to have a means of
providing the service also without ISDN, we decided to use the isdn4linux modem
emulation interface and to strictly follow a layered approach. This modem emulation is
fairly complete and provides extended commands for voice processing compatible
with the popular ZyXEL voice command pseudo srandard. It supports features like
voice activity detection and real-time in-band dial tone (DTMF) decoding which can
be used to trigger control Operations.

Within the whole system - which also has interfaces towards a synthetic speech
generation and a speaker independent single-word recognition module, that we will
describe later on - we use a uniform 16 bit signed little endian audio f o m a t . Thus the
components which all have to implement an interface towards this f o m a t can be combined in a very easy manner and f o m a kind of a tool box.
The independent timing used by the two components of the gateway syslern was a
subtle problem. Forwarding audio data from the MBone to the PSTN layer and vice
versa is typically application driven. In our scenario data has to be sent at a rate that
corresponds to rhe sampling rate of the PSTN side (e.g. 8 kHz in the ISDN system).
This rate should be the same for both Parts. but ihe sampling clocks may drift apart. If
the "producer" is too slow, the audio stream gets intenupted which is audible by
annoying clicks. When too much data is amving, buffers may overHow and audio
infomation gets lost. We cope with these problems by using a playout buffer adaption
algorithm.
While rhe telephone line as a dedicared medium is used continuously, this is not the
case for the transmission medium in MBone sessions. The approach there is typically
to only emit audio data packets when a speaker is really active. This can be indicated
either explicitly by pressing some kind of Push To Talk (PTT) button or implicitly by a
voice activiiy detection mechanism. Due to the limited control faciliries when using a
conveniional handset. we used the voice activity feature of the MBone tool "rat".

5 Control Operation of the Gateway
For widespread and convenient use of the gateway appropriate control mechanisms are
of crucial imponance. While the described fonvarding of audio content is typically
determined by the characteristics of the connected Systems and the encoding they use
and therefore straightforward. there is a wide spectrum of potential control mechanisms. Basically a User wants to decide which MBone session he gets connecied to and
whether the gateway should play a passive role by just accepting calls or an active one
by calling him itself.
Typically, there is a varying numher of different MBone sessions [hat can be
received at the gateway location at a time and might be of potential interest for a caller.
There are multiple ways for a User to select one of these sessions. The various possibilities to control the operation of the garcway can be categorized along the following
oarameters:
the direction in which descriptive data or control infomation is transferred,
the media and encoding used for the descriptive and control data,
the time when the infomation is presented or the control operation takes
place.
This leads to the matrix of usagr scenarios shown in Table 1. We show the third dimension (time) by distinguishing between white (if the information How or control operation takes place before the actual session) and shaded (if the operation takes place
during the session) table fields.
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Tab. 1. Systematization of Control Modes
All of the described cases are supponed by the gateway and have been evaluated. We
now describe the most common ones in more detail and give an overview of their
implications and the software components that have been developed to support them.

5.1 Static Mapping between MBone Sessions a n d PSTN Numbers
In the case of a static mapping from MBone sessions to PSTN numbers. the session to
be accessed through the gateway is fully derermined by the ielephone number the User
dials up to and ihe time he does so. In a very basic implemeniaiion the provider of the
gateway may ihus statically assign a MBone session to a cenain number and - as a first
additional service - reject calls or present a corresponding informative audio message
during the time the session is not yet or no longer active. This configuration, while

usable and implementable without much additional effort, still has a considerable management overhead and an even more serious prohlem: How do potential users learn
about this mapping'? In order to solve this problem it is desirable to give users additional information and let them choose the session themselves.

5.2 User Controlled Session Mapping
With a User controlled session mapping the particular session which a User receives can
either be predetermined heiore the call is done or may be chosen or even changed
while rhe telephone connection is already established. In this approach descriptive
information and control data may either be handled in-band during the connection or
out-of-band through a call in advance or via a computer based interface. All variants
will now be explained in niore detail. We show that despite of our initial concentration
on access by means of a simple telephone also the latter mode where a computer is
used in addition to a phone may be very useful.

5.2.1 Integration of a Text-to-Speech, DTMF- and Single-Word-Recognition
Component
For a regular service, it is desirnble to
have a means to inform the User about ihe session he will be attached to when
he dials up a certain number,
to guide him through navigation nienus, where he can choose between several
options
or to inform him about errors thnt have occurred.
While some of this information is static and could be prerecorded and replayed whenever this is necessary, prohlems may arise for data that changes frequently such as, for
instance, the MBone session announcements. Session announcements arc encoded
according to the rules of the Session Description Protocol SDP [ 4 ] and transmitted
using the Session Announcement Protocol SAP [6]. A tools like the Session directory
tool sdr [7] can be used lo send and receive announcements.
We integrated a Text-to-Speech component which gives us the opportunity to generate
audio information on the fly just by means of accessing text input files or commands.
Since it is freely available and supports a nch set of languages and speaker voiccs. we
use the Festival Speech Synthesis System [3] here. Due to its command-line interface,
powerful Scheme-based scripting language and the free availability of all sources for
research and educational purposes. it can be augmented to use the IPC mechanisms
used in our gateway to attach various audio sources.
In our scenario, the speech synthesis component is used to generate audio from
english text input and has been proven to work quite satisiying. It supports an operation mode that - after 3 short introduction message - guides a caller through a menu of
nvailable MBone sessions from which he may choose by signalling through DTMF
Iones.
Since DTMF tonc generation is not always available. we incorporated the
speaker-independent Single-Word-Recognition component "EARS" [I61 into our sys-

tem. It has been enhanced wirh the grneric audio interface and niay thus be trained and
used via a telephone line. In the interest of a high recognition rate we limited the
vocabulary to the answers "Yes" or "No" for decision questions, the ordinal numbers 0
to 9 and the ward "dot". This way a User may choose to select a MBone session - that
must be known to him -directly by naming its associated multicast address and port. If
the recognition result is valid within the current context we trigger the selected operation, orherwise the question and iis possible answers are presented to the User again.
Doing both the training and usage expenments with a couple of different users we gor
an acceptable behavior of the recognition component though its utilization needs very
disciplined callers and takes sonie time to get accustomed to.
After a session is chosen the gateway starts up the "rat" component and connects
the audio input and output streams. This mode is suitable for users with a conventional
phone and no further means of control. However, a selection-only mode requires the
Operator of the gateway to do a preselection of the MBone sessions presented, otherwise the number of alternatives is usually unacceptable large.

5.2.2 Management via a WWW-Interface
As stated before the number of MBone sessions available simultaneously al a site
makes handling them just by means of DTMF or voice navigation quite uncomfonable
or even impossible and typically requires a considerable human configuration effort for
preseleciing a reasonable subset. Therefore, in order 10 provide a regular sewice. we
incorporated a WWW interface that allows to manage the system in an easy and yet
very efficient way.
It reads session announcements that are received and decoded by the session directory tool sdr and enables a remote or local User to assign dial-in or dial-out connections
to a certain MBone session by means of a Java applet.

Fig. 4. Controlling the Gateway via a Java Interface

Though it may not be obvious from ihe very beginning. why a User who is directly connected to the Internet - which is a necessary prerequisite for using this mana,oement
facility - should use the gateway, there are several reasonable scenarios, where this is
quite desirable. Examples are mobile users. who scheduled the configuration in
advance or are using a device such as a personal communicaior via a GSM data connection, but have no means for taking pan in the audio conference otherwise. The
interface also allows the initiation of MBone sessions by means of a proxy session
directory mode. This is important for users who Want to originale a MBone session but
have no means of accessing the MBone directly. Users may also be called by the Gateway at a preconfigured time when using the "Dialout Mode".

6 Conclusion and Future Work
The gateway has been in experimental operation for a few months at our site and has
proven to work stable. It is mainly used in the operation mode incorporating the
WWW control component that allows to configure it using the information that is
dynamically generated by the session directoiy tool sdr.
We also envision a couple of other interesiing application scenarios. Universities or
local lSPs could establish dial-up nodes that allow their rtudents or customers to follow lessons distributed over the MBone. This would be useful for tele-learning applicarions.
With an adequate deployment of gateways ir is also possihle to arrange ad-hoc multiparty telephone conferences hy just using convenrional phones and having the
MBone build a kind of virtual Multipoint Control Unit (MCU) (Figure 5). Such a scenario is otherwise still difficult to set up since it usually needs to be planned and
arranged with a MCU provider in advance.

---------------Central Control Components:
- User Location
- Gateway Location and Seiection
- User-specific Configuration(s)
Persistent - Value Added Services

specific enhancements
Control inlormation

Fig. 5. Gateways Forming a Virtual MCU for Multiparty Telephone Conferences
The configuradon can even be adapted to be used as a "Virtual P B X [I]. which in
combination with an existing conventional telephony exchange provides additional
services such as local User mobility.
When using a packet switched network for transmittine telephone calls, security considerations play an inherently important role for ensuring the callers privacy. This
applies even more in our scenario where any User or malicious atracker can subscrihe
for receiving the corresponding mulricast packeis by just sending adequate IGMP messages. The audio tool "rat" supports closed group sessions by means of encrypting its
audio data streams, whereas session keys have tobe agreed upon. exchanged and typed
in externally and all communication parrners in a session have to use the same key.

Therefore, we suggest to incorporate public key mechanisms for determining and
exchanging session keys to authorized components which have to prove their authenticity in advance.
We consider parts of the implementation as appropriate building blocks for future
applications spanning a wide range and covenng for instance audio access to mailboxes or web content. With the emerging use of IP telephony, the realization of
value-added applications becomes a very reasonable challenge. So it is quite reasonable to extent the accessibility of the gateway to Users of IP telephony applicahons as
well.
The MBoneZTel Gateway is a convenient way to extend the range of potential participants in MBone audio conferences. We identified a number of additional usage scenarios where the gateway has experimentally been proven to be of great value.
Currenrly we try toextend the possible range of interaction by incorporating an implementation of the H.323 protocol 1171 developed as part of the Linux VOXLLLA telecom project.
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